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Abstract: Rayleigh damping is proportional to the combination of the structural mass matrix and
stiffness matrix and is widely used in structural seismic analysis. The accuracy of seismic analysis
of nuclear power structures directly depends on the value of the Rayleigh damping parameters.
However, the stiffness component of Rayleigh damping is not included in the explicit integral, so
the Rayleigh damping in the explicit and implicit integrals needs to be handled differently. LS-
DYNA R11.1.0 software provides various calculation methods for the value of the Rayleigh damping
parameter in the explicit integral. To investigate the influence of the value of the Rayleigh damping
parameter in the explicit and implicit integrals on the results of the dynamic analysis of a nuclear
power plant, the AP1000 nuclear island plant is taken as an example, and the explicit and implicit
dynamic calculation are carried out respectively for the nuclear power plant, considering the soil–
structure interaction. The results show that the Rayleigh damping parameter calculated by different
methods in the explicit integral has a large influence on the results of seismic analysis of nuclear
power plants. The mass component of Rayleigh damping in the explicit and implicit integrals takes
the same value, and the stiffness component of Rayleigh damping in the explicit integrals is taken as
the negative of the stiffness component in the implicit integrals. Thus, the results of the two dynamic
analyses can be in good agreement. The results provide a reference for the application of Rayleigh
damping in the explicit integral for the seismic analysis of nuclear power structures.

Keywords: nuclear power plants; rayleigh damping; soil-structure interaction; explicit and implicit
integrals

1. Introduction

In the analysis of the soil–structure interactions of large-scale engineering structures,
such as nuclear power and hydraulic engineering structures, damping consistently repre-
sents a difficult point in the research. Unlike the mass and stiffness in dynamic analysis, the
physical meaning of damping is not yet clear [1] (friction within the structure, the filtering
effect of the structure, the radiation damping effect of the soil, the influence of external
damping, etc.). However, damping is an important factor in soil–structure interactions.
Reasonable setting of the damping coefficient can make the simulation results more credible.
On the contrary, unreasonable setting of the damping coefficient leads to serious error of
calculation results that diverge from the real situation. The damping of soil is independent
of frequency [2], but the damping ratio derived from Rayleigh damping shows that there is
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a correlation between damping and frequency, which is obviously problematic. The safety
and dynamic characteristics of special large-scale structures, such as hydraulic engineering
and nuclear power plants, under earthquake action are a major issue and research topic
with theoretical and practical significance.

Many domestic and foreign scholars have conducted research on how to determine the
Rayleigh damping coefficient. Idriss et al. [1] used only the basic frequency of the structure
to determine the damping coefficient. Yoshida et al. [3] proposed a method of calculating the
damping coefficient within the main frequency range. Yu Ting et al. [4] comprehensively
considered the spectral characteristics of seismic waves and the characteristics of the
foundation soil layer and studied the selection method of the two control frequencies of the
Rayleigh damping model. Wang Tianyou et al. [5] determined two mode shapes based on
the basic frequency of the structure and the main characteristic frequency range of ground
motion, and used them to calculate the damping coefficient. Lou Menglin et al. [6–8] used
a proportional damping matrix modelling method based on the fundamental frequency of
the structural system and the peak frequency of the seismic wave response spectrum. Pan
Danguang et al. [9–11] used the error of the structural displacement response peak as the
objective function, used the least squares method to determine the damping coefficient, and
established an optimization equation for solving the Rayleigh damping coefficient. Cheng
Ye et al. [12] established the optimization equation of the equivalent Rayleigh damping
coefficient under hysteresis damping by taking the minimum acceleration response error of
the site surface as the objective function. Yang et al. [13] proposed a method to calculate
the Rayleigh damping coefficient based on the multi-modal weighted least squares method.
Zhu Xiuyun et al. [14] discussed the differences between different calculation methods
of the Rayleigh damping coefficient under nonlinear plant sites, and recommended the
improved damping coefficient calculation method proposed by Zou Degao et al. [15]. Li
Zhe et al. [16] discussed the impacts of different Rayleigh damping coefficients on the
calculation results in the seismic response analysis of large quay cranes, and improved
the damping coefficient calculation method and frequency selection method of the quay
crane structure. Xu Zigang et al. [17] analyzed the dynamic response of a layered site under
different earthquake motions and compared the time domain calculation results and the
frequency domain equivalent linearization calculation results of the Rayleigh damping
construction method commonly used in engineering, and based on the hysteretic damping
ratio in frequency domain analysis, the Rayleigh damping coefficient in time domain
analysis was constructed. Shi Youzhi et al. [18] took the shallow plain fill soil and silty
clay in the Xiamen area as the research object and investigated the influence of the mass
proportional damping coefficient α and stiffness proportional damping coefficient β in
Rayleigh damping on the response characteristics. Tang Yu et al. [19] believe that when the
natural vibration characteristics of a high arch dam show long-period structural dynamic
characteristics compared with the seismic wave spectrum distribution, the damping matrix
model has a great influence on the calculation results. Haukaas, Terje [20] introduced the
development of Rayleigh damping and modal damping options using updated tangent
stiffness. Li, Sijia et al. [21] proposed an effective Rayleigh damping explicit/implicit
transient analysis method that considered high-frequency filtering frictional contact. Jing,
Zhang et al. [22] used a combination of on-site measurements and the finite element method
to determine three damping coefficients, and obtained different damping coefficients. On
the basis of idealizing the shear beam model, Huang, Jiandong et al. [23] proposed a more
reasonable method for calculating the natural frequencies of different layers to determine
the two coefficients of Rayleigh damping. Jiménez, Guillermo A. López et al. [24] studied
the influence of Rayleigh damping parameters on soil pile structures and soil-wrapped
platform structural systems in the presence of soft soil under seismic loads. Rahul, B.
et al. [25] presented a simple and effective method for the determination of Rayleigh
coefficients for a system with multiple degrees of freedom.

Other damping models have also been investigated by researchers. Valeriy et al. [26]
assessed the dissipative properties of solids using a maximum resonance amplitude and a
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minimum rate of vibration decay. Beytullah Temel [27] investigated the transient analysis
of viscoelastic helical rods subject to time-dependent loads in the Laplace domain. Sherzod
et al. [28] proposed a method to assess the dynamic characteristics of high-rise structures,
taking into account the variability of slopes and the structure thickness in the framework
of the one-dimensional theory of viscoelasticity. Temel et al. [29] studied free and forced
vibration responses of viscoelastic parabolic arches of variable thicknesses. Noori et al. [30]
presented an efficient numerical procedure for the solution of the dynamic response of
functionally graded porous (FGP) beams.

Time history analysis is a common method for the seismic design of large structures.
Cao et al. [31] proposed an optimal sensor placement approach for reconstructing full-
field dynamic responses using a set of basic vectors obtained from high-fidelity data.
Guo et al. [32] theoretically investigated the scattering characteristics of blasting stress
waves, treaded as elastic waves, at a linear interface crack in a deep rock mass with
an even compressive in situ stress field. Deng et al. [33] presented an experimental–
numerical investigation on an innovative fully prefabricated liftable connection for modular
steel buildings.

The Rayleigh damping model is a commonly used damping model in time history
analysis. Different values of the Rayleigh damping coefficient for explicit and implicit
dynamic analysis will affect its calculation accuracy [34]. Selecting appropriate Rayleigh
damping coefficients in explicit and implicit analysis is of great significance in order to
accurately calculate the seismic response of nuclear power structures. However, there is
currently limited research on the impact of the value of the Rayleigh damping coefficient
on explicit integration, as well as how the Rayleigh damping coefficient should be taken
in explicit and implicit integrations to ensure good consistency in the results. This article
first introduces the calculation method of the Rayleigh damping coefficient in explicit and
implicit analysis, applies different calculation methods of the Rayleigh damping coefficient
to the seismic analysis of nuclear power structures, and studies its influence rules. This
provides a parametric basis for the calculation of the Rayleigh damping coefficient in
explicit and implicit dynamics analysis.

2. Rayleigh Damping

The real damping characteristics of typical structural systems are very complex and
difficult to determine, and it is usually not necessary to express the damping of a typical vis-
cous damping multi-degree-of-freedom system in the form of a damping matrix. Therefore,
the array damping ratio with the same attenuation rate under self-vibration conditions is
usually used to represent the damping of the actual structure.

Obviously, the simplest way to establish the damping matrix is to make it proportional
to the mass matrix or stiffness matrix, since the undamped mode shapes are orthogonal to
mass and stiffness. Therefore, the damping matrix can be expressed as:

[C] = a0[M] (1)

or:
[C] = a1[K] (2)

The units of the proportional constants a0 and a1 are s−1 and s, respectively, and the
corresponding damping becomes mass proportional damping and stiffness proportional
damping.

Relevant characteristics can be obtained by calculating the respective generalized
mode damping values. The specific calculation process is as follows [35]:

[M]
{ ..

u
}

t + [K]
{ .

u
}

t + [C]{u}t = −[M]
{ ..

ug
}

t (3)

ϕT [M]ϕ
{ ..

u
}

t + ϕT [K]ϕ
{ .

u
}

t + a0ϕT [M]ϕ{u}t = −ϕT [M]ϕ
{ ..

ug
}

t (4)
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or:
ϕT [M]ϕ

{ ..
u
}

t + a1ϕT [M]ϕ
{ .

u
}

t + ϕT [C]ϕ{u}t = −ϕT [M]ϕ
{ ..

ug
}

t (5)

Substituting into [C] = 2ξω[M] and (2) or (3) gives:

ξ =
a0

2ω
(6)

or:
ξ =

a1ω

2
(7)

Through Equations (6) and (7), it can be found that for mass ratio damping, the
damping ratio is proportional to frequency. Mass damping (*damping-part-mass) is used
to weaken the low-frequency vibration of the structure, while for stiffness ratio damping,
the damping ratio is inversely proportional to frequency. Stiffness damping (*damping-
part-stiffness) is used in the high-frequency mode of damping to reduce high-frequency
oscillations in the response.

Usually only the main mode shapes are included in the uncoupled equations of motion,
and the dynamic response usually includes contributions from all modes. Therefore, when
the frequency range of the main mode shapes of a multi-degree-of-freedom system is very
wide, the above two damping matrices will no longer be applicable, because inappropriate
damping ratios will seriously distort the relative assignments of different modes.

A significant improvement can be obtained if one assumes that the damping is propor-
tional to a combination of the mass and stiffness matrices. One combination is to add the
two expressions in [36]:

[C] = α[M] + β[K] (8)

Equation (8) is the expression of Rayleigh damping, in which α and β are the Rayleigh
damping coefficients. From Equation (5), it can be seen that the accuracy of the structural
seismic responses largely depends on the calculation of the Rayleigh damping coefficients
in the dynamic time and history analysis. Thus, this paper focuses on the value of the
Rayleigh damping parameter in explicit and implicit integrals for the dynamic analysis of
large structures.

This kind of damping becomes Rayleigh damping. Through similar calculations, the
relationship between damping ratio and frequency is as follows [36]:

ξn =
α

2ωn
+

βωn

2
(9)

For two specific frequencies ωn and ωm, and the related damping ratio ξn and ξm, the
Rayleigh damping coefficient and α and β can be obtained by solving a pair of simultaneous
equations.

Rewriting Equation (9) then gives:[
ξm
ξn

]
=

1
2

[
1/ωm ωm
1/ωn ωn

][
α
β

]
(10)

After solving simultaneously, the following equation is obtained:[
α
β

]
= 2

ωmωn

ω2
n − ω2

m

[
ωn −ωm

−1/ωn 1/ωn

][
ξm
ξn

]
(11)

It is usually assumed that the sum of α and β is approximately constant over a
frequency range to obtain a given damping ratio ξ. Therefore, when the damping ratio ξ
and the frequency interval ω1−ω2 are given, α and β are calculated by:

α = 2ξ
ω1ω2

ω1 + ω2
(12)
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β =
2ξ

ω1 + ω2
(13)

2.1. Rayleigh Damping in Implicit Calculations

In the implicit method, the new value given for a given step size contains one or more
values related to this step, so the required amount of trial values must be assumed and
then improved through successive iterations.

A general numerical approach to step-by-step dynamic reactions is to apply an integral
forward step from the initial to final conditions for each time step. Its basic concept can be
expressed by the following formula [37]:

.
ut+∆t =

.
ut +

∫ t+∆t

t

..
u(τ)dτ (14)

ut+∆t = ut +
∫ t+∆t

t

.
u(τ)dτ (15)

This represents the final velocity and displacement in terms of the initial values of
these values plus an integral expression.

Take Newmark − β, which often appears in implicit calculations, as an example.
Newmark − β makes the following assumptions about the basic integral of the above
formula [37]:

.
ut+∆t =

.
ut + (1 − γ)∆t

..
ut + γ∆t

..
ut+∆t (16)

ut+∆t = ut + ∆t
.
ut +

(
1
2
− δ

)
t2 ..

ut + δ∆t2 ..
ut+∆t (17)

The coefficient γ provides the weight of the linear change between the contribution of
the initial and final acceleration to the velocity change, and the coefficient β provides the
weight of the contribution of the initial and final acceleration to the displacement change.

Bringing this into the dynamic equation gives [37]:

(K + a0M + a1C)ut+∆t = Pt+∆t +
(
a0ut + a2

.
ut + a3

..
ut
)

M +
(
a1ut + a4

.
ut + a5

..
ut
)
C (18)

In the above formula: a0 = 1
δ∆t2 , a1 = γ

δ∆t , a2 = 1
δ∆t , a3 = 1

2δ − 1, a4 = γ
δ − 1, and

a5 = γ−2δ
2δ ∆t.

Substituting into Equation (8) gives [37]:

{(1 + β)K + (a0 + αa1)M}ut+∆t = Pt+∆t
+
{(

(a0 + αa1)ut + (a2 + αa4)
.
ut + (a3 + αa5)

..
ut
)

M + β
(
a1ut + a4

.
ut + a5

..
ut
)
K
} (19)

In the implicit calculation, Rayleigh damping is fully included in the formula, and
mass damping α and stiffness damping β can be directly input. The same is true for another
common Wilson method.

2.2. Rayleigh Damping in Explicit Calculations

In explicit algorithms, new reaction values calculated at each step depend only on
quantities already obtained in previous steps. The most representative one is the central
difference method, whose basic assumptions are [37]:

..
ut =

1
∆t

(ut−∆t − 2ut + ut+∆t) (20)

.
ut+∆t =

1
2∆t

(−ut−∆t + ut+∆t) (21)
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Bringing this into the dynamic equation gives [37]:(
1

∆t2 M +
1

2∆t
C
)

ut+∆t = Pt+∆t −
(

K − 2
∆t2 M

)
ut −

(
1

∆t2 M − 1
2∆t

C
)

ut−∆t (22)

We find that the coefficients before the new reaction values do not contain the stiffness
matrix, and if M and C are diagonal matrices, then solving the equation will not require a
solution matrix. However, if Rayleigh damping is used, then substituting into Equation (19)
gives [37]:((

1
∆t2 + 2α

1
2∆t

)
M + 2β

1
2∆t

K
)

ut+∆t = Pt+∆t −
(

K − 2
∆t2 M

)
ut −

(
1

∆t2 M − 1
2∆t

C
)

ut−∆t (23)

Obviously, the coefficients will contain the stiffness matrix K, which means that the
matrix needs to be solved. Due to the step size of the displayed calculation, the calculation
speed will become extremely slow. Therefore, Rayleigh damping is generally not used
directly for display integration, but ignoring the stiffness matrix will cause high-order
vibration shapes or high-frequency components in seismic waves to participate in the
vibration too much, distorting the simulation results.

3. Model Introduction
3.1. AP1000 Nuclear Power Plant

The whole AP1000 NPP is composed of a reinforced concrete shield building (RCSB),
steel vessel containment (SVC), and reinforced concrete auxiliary building (RCAB). The
thickness of the shear wall of the containment building is 91.4 cm, and the thickness of the
steel plate in the steel containment building is 4.8 cm. The auxiliary factory building has
7 floors, and the thickness of the floor slab and shear wall are 23 cm and 60 cm, respectively.
The geometric dimensions of the AP1000 nuclear power plant are shown in Figure 1, and
the material parameters are shown in Table 1.

The whole AP1000 NPP was established by ANSYS/LS-DYNA and modeled using
an explicit thin structural shell element (SHELL163) with many formulations. Among the
formulations of SHELL163, the Belytschko–Tsay shell element was adopted in this study
owing to its speed. The rebar was modeled using a beam element (BEAM161) with the
Hughes–Liu integral algorithm. SHELL163 and BEAM161 were connected via common
nodes to model the reinforced concrete. The mesh size was 2 m × 2 m [38]. Furthermore,
because the structure of the whole AP1000 NPP was too complex, the internal equipment
in the AP1000 NPP was simulated by equivalent members according to the literature [39].
Information about the shape functions of SHELL163 and BEAM161 can be found in Ref. [40].
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Figure 1. Model of AP1000 nuclear power plant.

Table 1. AP1000 nuclear power plant material parameters.

Material Concrete Steel Plate and Rebar Foundation

Density (kg/m3) 2300 7800 2500
Elastic modulus (MPa) 3.35 × 104 2.06 × 105 1.463 × 105

Poisson’s ratio 0.2 0.3 0.3
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3.2. Soil-Structure Interaction System

According to the requirements of nuclear power codes [41,42], the interaction between
the foundation and the superstructure should be considered in the dynamic analysis
calculation of nuclear power structures, and the foundation grid size should meet the
following requirements [43]:

Lm <
Vs

a fn
(24)

In the above formula, Lm is the maximum grid size in the foundation, Vs is the shear
wave speed of the foundation, fn is the Nyquist frequency, and a is a constant between 5 and
10. The shear wave speed of the foundation material was 1067 m/s, the shear modulus was
2.845 GPa, the density was 2500 kg/m3, and the Poisson’s ratio was 0.2 [39,44]. Therefore,
the foundation grids were all less than 6 m. Based on the literature [43,44], the foundation
size was taken as 220 m × 200 m × 40 m.

A perfectly matched layer [45] was employed in explicit calculations to simulate open
and reflection-free infinite domains. In the implicit integration, a viscoelastic boundary [46]
was used to simulate the semi-infinite space of the foundation. The finite element models
for explicit and implicit calculations are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The number of elements
and nodes in the two finite element models were the same, and are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. The numbers of elements and nodes in the SSI system.

Mesh Size Number of Elements Number of Nodes

Whole NPPs 2 m × 2 m 19,863 16,797
Soil foundation Less than 5 m 36,010 39,490
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3.3. Model Validation

The unit type and integration method of the overall soil–structure interaction model
in explicit calculation and implicit calculation are different. To ensure the rationality of the
two models, the comparison of the first five-order natural frequencies is shown in Table 3.
The relative error of the fundamental frequency of the two models is −0.358%, and the
maximum relative error of the first five natural frequencies is 4.525%, both of which are
less than 5%. Within a reasonable range, this shows that the finite element model used by
the two different integration methods had better consistency.

Although the settings of the two models were as consistent as possible, there were
still slight differences between the two models due to the differences in element types and
integration methods in explicit and implicit integration. In the implicit integration model,
the difference between the third and fourth modes was very small, possibly due to the
fourth mode being the mode of an internal component rather than the mode of the overall
model. Therefore, the fourth mode of the two models had a significant difference, and
the fifth mode of the implicit integration model was very close to the fourth mode of the
explicit integration model.

Table 3. Comparison of self-oscillation frequencies.

Mode Natural Frequency
(Implicit) (Hz)

Natural Frequency
(Explicit) (Hz) Relative Error (%)

1 2.791 2.781 −0.358
2 2.984 2.983 −0.034
3 4.033 4.085 1.289
4 4.088 4.273 4.525
5 4.228 4.363 3.193

3.4. Input Ground Motions

As shown in Figure 4, the benchmark input ground motion was an artificial wave fitted
to the Rg1.60 response spectrum with a 5% damping ratio. The horizontal and vertical peak
values were both 0.3 g. The ground motion input position was defined at the upper surface of
the foundation. The ground motion lasted for 30 s, and the step size was 0.01 s long.
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4. Rayleigh Damping Parameter Calculation

It can be seen from Table 3 that the natural frequency of the finite element model in the
implicit calculation was 2.791 Hz, and the natural frequency of the finite element model in
the explicit calculation was 2.781 Hz. The relative error between the two was only −0.358%.
In the calculation of Rayleigh damping, the natural frequency of the model was uniformly
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taken as 2.791 Hz. The energy of seismic waves is mostly concentrated within 15 Hz, so this
value was taken as 15 Hz. If the structural damping ratio is 5%, then the Rayleigh damping
coefficient in the implicit calculation can be obtained from Equations (12) and (13).

The mass damping in explicit calculations can be written as:

αdyna =
4ζπ

T
= 2ζω (25)

where T = 2π
ω , T is the natural vibration period of the structure, and ω is the natural

vibration frequency of the structure.
LS-DYNA provides two methods for calculating stiffness damping in explicit calculations.
When the damping coefficient value is less than 0, the old, alternative stiffness damping

formula is used, in which the coefficient value is approximately equal to the β value in
Rayleigh damping, as shown below:

−COEF = βdyna =
2ξ

ω
(26)

This old stiffness damping formula is particularly prone to instability in numerical
calculations.

When the damping coefficient takes a value greater than 0, stiffness damping provides
an approximate fraction of the critical damping in the high frequency domain. For example,
COEF = 0.1 is approximately 10% of critical damping.

Based on the above discussion, comparative research based on the work cases in
Table 4 was performed.

Table 4. The work cases.

Work Cases Damping-Part-Mass Damping-Part-Stiffness

Case 1 (NPSSI) 1.479 8.946 × 10−4

Case 2 (LS-DYNA) 1.479 8.946 × 10−4

Case 3 (LS-DYNA) 1.479 −8.946 × 10−4

Case 4 (LS-DYNA) 1.754 −8.946 × 10−4

Case 5 (LS-DYNA) 1.754 0.05

Note: In LS-DYNA, when the stiffness damping is set to −5.702 × 10−3, the calculation will become unstable and
cannot be calculated.

5. Results and Analysis

Node A, located at the top of the RCSB, and node B, located at the center of the bottom
raft, were selected. The locations of the two nodes are shown in Figure 5. The X-directional
displacement time history of node A and node B under different working cases are shown
in Figures 6 and 7. At the same time, the spectral acceleration of the two nodes in the
X-direction were compared, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. The frequency points of the
response spectrum were selected according to the suggested frequency intervals given
by the standards for the seismic design of nuclear power plants [47], which are shown in
Table 5.

Table 5. Suggested frequency intervals for calculation of response spectra [47].

Frequency Range (Hz) Increment (Hz)

0.2–3.0 0.10
3.0–3.6 0.15
3.6–5.0 0.20
5.0–8.0 0.25
8.0–15.0 0.50

15.0–18.0 1.0
18.0–22.0 2.0
22.0–33 3.0
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From Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that the different values of the Rayleigh damping
parameter in the explicit integral had a more significant impact on the structural acceleration
than displacement. The displacement time history curves of different working cases in
Figure 7 almost overlap. As shown in Figures 8 and 9, the different values of Rayleigh
damping parameter in the explicit integral had a great influence on the peak values of
spectral acceleration, but the frequency corresponding to the peak spectral acceleration
remained almost unchanged.

In order to assess the accuracy of different cases, the comparison of the peak values
of spectral acceleration between Case 1 and the other cases are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
It can be observed that the results of Case 3 and Case 4 were similar to those in implicit
dynamic analysis.

Table 6. The comparison of peak values of the spectral acceleration of node A.

Frequency
(Hz)

Case 1
(m/s2)

Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

3.00 111.45 140.30 25.88 123.40 10.72 110.80 −0.58 117.50 5.43
6.25 77.60 94.84 22.22 79.04 1.86 75.44 −2.78 86.96 12.07

Table 7. The comparison of peak values of spectral acceleration of node B.

Frequency
(Hz)

Case 1
(m/s2)

Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

Value
(m/s2)

Relative
Error (%)

2.80 10.76 11.52 7.07 11.21 4.19 11.06 2.79 11.12 3.35
5.25 11.88 11.70 −1.52 11.59 −2.44 11.50 −3.20 11.81 −0.59
7.25 10.40 11.68 12.32 10.08 −3.07 9.98 −4.05 11.12 6.93

11.00 6.40 9.07 41.80 7.03 9.97 7.00 9.47 8.39 31.22

6. Conclusions

Based on the calculation method of the Rayleigh damping coefficient in implicit
integration and the results of the implicit dynamic analysis, this paper studied the influence
of different calculation methods of the Rayleigh damping coefficient in explicit integration
on the dynamic response of the structure. The following conclusions were drawn:

(1) The results show that in explicit calculations, different calculation methods of Rayleigh
damping and the value of the damping coefficient have a greater impact on the
dynamic response of the nuclear power structure.

(2) The mass component of Rayleigh damping mainly affects the low-frequency response
of the structure, and the stiffness component mainly affects the high-frequency re-
sponse of the structure.
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(3) In order to obtain results for explicit and implicit dynamic analysis with good consis-
tency, the Rayleigh damping mass component should be obtained by Equation (25) or
taken as the same value as the implicit integral, and the stiffness component of the
Rayleigh damping in the explicit integral should be taken as the negative number of
the stiffness component in the implicit integral.
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